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Our Team.
M+R Design Studios aims to find the balance in this community site. As our design studio team name depicts, movement and ratio, thus connection and balance, will be the main strategies applied to this site that is seeing transit oriented development
changes. Named Crossway, this site in the beautiful City of Cambridge will see intensification and infill developments in a diverse mix of form and uses, with new green networks that draw and connect to the site’s natural and cultural heritage, the Dumfries Conservation Area. Our mission is to conceptualize an idea to give inspiration for a complete community and an innovative new area that will become a destination, not just a stop along the way. Crossway will become an attractive community with a
great sense of place and vibrant energy.

JO EL SYPKES

O LIVIA FA LCON E

Passionate for open space design, Joel managed
the design of Dumfries Conservation Area as
well as the other natural space connections
throughout the site. Furthermore, he prepared
the technical implementation strategies for open
space networks and stormwater management
plan for the site.

With strong experience in infill development, Olivia
guided the team’s built form design as well as
preparing the implementation research necessary
to ensure a responsible and sustainable design,
including the legal allotments and phasing

T R E VO R A L K E MA

SAMANTH A LEGER

NATALIE CHI A N G

As our firm’s resident Sketch-Up expert, Trevor
managed and prepared the extensive Sketch Up
model, including detailed building design and
technical density calculations. Furthermore, he
also prepared the technical design of the LRT
station.

To ensure a complete and connected community,
Samantha ensured that the site would properly
identify with a strong sense of place. Her roles
included the design of Public Art, Urban Trails,
Crossway Square and Land Use throughout the
site. Working in conjunction with Dominik on
branding design, a comprehensive identity was
created for the site.

Displaying an unparalleled skill set in visual
aesthetics, Natalie was responsible for creating
many of the firms final deliverables including
ROW cross sections and the visualizing panel
design. Furthermore, she also provided all of the
photography for the site used in this presentation.

D O M I N I K SIMP S ON
Transportation Specialist & Branding Designer
As the manager of circulation through the site,
Dominik managed the improved road network,
bike + trail connections, parking plan and provided
an expert consulting opinion in the preparation of
row designations throughout the site.

Massing Architect + LRT Technician

Landscape Architect & Environmental Specialist

Sense of Place & Pedestrian Experience Executive

Infill Director & Implementation Researcher

Creative Director & Photographer
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Our Design Process.
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SITE INVENTORY AND
ANALYSIS

VISIONING

CONCEPT

DETAILED DESIGN

Understanding the opportunities and
constraints of the current site conditions
through research and analysis.

Creating preliminary visioning for
future site conditions through intensive
charette design

Expanding and detailing the
original visioning through a
conceptual site design

Providing the final design of the site,
including specific details of use and
implementation

Existing Site Condition.

ROAD CONDITIONS

BUILT FORM
CONDITIONS

NATURAL SPACE
CONDITIONS
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Policy Directives
Can-Amera Station is located in Cambridge Ontario. It is a
primarily low density residential area with a strong auto orientated commercial core along Hespeler Road. It also contains the Dumfries Conservation Area, a naturalized green
space and has two trains tracks to the south- west of the site.
Can-Amera is identified as regeneration zone and intensification zone. Also the guiding principles of the CTC-CBS influence the design objectives of the site. As follows, our
team will aim to create spaces that promote: Further, as this
site is identified for the new LRT station, TOD principles will
guide the site development throughout the design process.
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Fostering Investment
Strengthening the Employment
Opportunity
Creating HIgh Quality Urban
Spaces
Creating a Great Place to Visit

Greening the Corridor
Enhancing Mobility throughout
the Region

Creating a great place to visit
Encouraging a Healthy, Inclusive
Community
Enhancing the Learning
Experience

Identifying the Transition. Introducing Crossway.
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Detailed Parti.
Crossway is focused on balance. More so, looking at the concept of balance in
motion, and combing the themes of connection and destination cohesively into a
single site. Measuring the potential from the Can-Amera corridor, the concept aligns
the sum of environmental, local and economic energies to envision sustainable
urban fabric, introducing Can-Amera as the fourth Cambridge node.
Through this, the parti of Fulcrum was created. Fulcrum designs areas to be
central and essential to a situation or event. Currently, our event is the regeneration
of Cambridge as a municipality and our goal is to implement Can-Amera as an
essential corridor which will ensure this rejuvenation. Fulcrum relates in the concept
of balance which will be achieved through effortless combination of energies by
a concept of gradient, where the site will use existing land uses and constraints
and smooth them into one another through purposeful design. At the centre of the
balance will be the Can-Amera Station, at the crossing of Can-Amera Parkway and
Hespeler Road.
At this key node, the concept of balance will be implemented through a multifaceted
urban square which will connect the competing elements currently on the four
corners of the intersection: community use, naturalized and commercial. Moreover,
to balance nature and business throughout the site environmental stewardship
and environmental based employment will be encouraged. Through engaging the
employment sector with the on-site features the union of existing character and
future prosperity will be maximized.
In sum, for each new element of built form that is prioritized an element of natural
or community importance will be enhanced. Fulcrum is the concept of crossing
the elements of the site and deriving natural and built synergy while highlighting
important intersection traffic. Using this philosophy, Crossway will rise into the
potential urban village envisioned.
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
As exemplified above, the districts largely align and run
adjacent to the main transit corridor along Hespeler Road,
with supporting flows breaching the edges. Nodes are aligned
along this central corridor to draw people and development
to the center.
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M+R introduces its main design interventions through
reworking existing flows on-site. Design remediations
will include (1) opening up Dumfries Conservation to its
surrounding context to draw development to the area as well
as generate interest in the green network, (2) intensifying
Hespeler Road according to transit corridor development
guidelines outlined in the Places to Grow Act (2006), and (3)
improving linkages between residential neighbourhoods and
essential services.

M+R’s vision for Can-Amera Station recognizes the existing
balance of land uses in the area, and seeks to (1) intensifying
Hespeler Transit Corridor, the area’s main commercial district,
(2) improve linkages between residential districts and the
transit corridor, and (3) link green spaces into a cohesive open
space network.

NODES
Nodes will largely be aligned along the Can-Amera transit
corridor, which will facilitate the majority of multi-modal traffic
to draw people into the space and foster linkages between
green and gray networks. Community nodes largely have an
environmental focus, and feature landmarks that contribute
developing a unique sense of place for the area.
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CAMBRIDGE CENTRE

INTERNATIONAL DRIVE

DUMFRIES CONSERVATION AREA
HESPELER ROAD CORRIDOR

Existing Site Map.
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Crossway Site Map.
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M + R envisions Can- Amera to be a connected, multiuse and sustainable neighbourhood. By introducing
diverse built form which encompasses, stacked town
home, courtyard, mid rise, high rise, perimeter block
and corner buildings, the main corridor and connecting side streets to Hespeler Road become a destination with endless commercial, office, and residential
potential. With a focused demographic on promoting
housing alternatives for seniors, young professionals
and growing families, we introduce a density diversity
with studio, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, and town home
units. We also focused on the dire need to re-brand
land use in the site, moving away from auto-centric
and auto-dependent uses, we aim to add an urban
secondary school and community centre at the corner
of Dunbar and Hespeler which will integrate multiple
demographics into a single space and increase sense
of community. We also added the Can-Amera Tower
building where we envision environmental think-tank
studio space and commercial destinations. Further,
at the former Cambridge Centre site, we planned for
a transit hub which will connect the site within and
beyond the site boundary. Imagined as a transit mall
and community cultural space, “the Hub” will provoke
the economy as well as both physical and emotional
connection within the site.
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The clear divide between open space and built form
was one of the earliest noted constraints on the site, as
such, blending the urban fabric to the natural form was
a clear focus for the parti of the site. This was achieved
through edge softening on Dumfries by restoring the
natural wetland, increasing entrance and access points
and gradually implementing passive recreational uses
through our 10 phase implementation plan. Another
key constraint was the current pedestrian experience
on the site. To ameliorate, M + R design group implemented a half block pedestrian scramble to aid in the
east west crossing of Hespeler Road, moreover, we
also implemented a series of multi use paths throughout the site which act as the key form of pedestrian
transport.
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Given the limitations of the Dumfries Conservation
Area, M + R Designs aimed to implement active recreation throughout the site through a multi faceted
open space, public art and sense of place plan which
connected the site’s green space to the surrounding
park network through a plan of an emerald necklace.
Moreover, 3 new park spaces were planned in the site:
on the Wedges and Woods site, in the North residential cluster, and in the former Cambridge Centre
through the implementation of Crossway Square: an
active space which combines art, play and relaxation
at the doors of the Transit Hub.
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Lastly, the impact of the LRT on the site was a key focus which guided all the above stated design interventions. As such, M+ R felt it was vital to brand our station
as the identity of Crossway. Using a combination of
natural materials, inspired public art and the slogan of
connected. by nature., Can- Amera station embodies
the equilibrium Crossway aims to create
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OPEN SPACE PLANNING
Perspective author N. Chiang
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Emerald Necklace Park
Connection
I M PLE M E NTATI O N +J U STI FI CATI O N
The Emerald Necklace connection is a key feature
of the open space system which is introduced in
our site. Through connecting Dumfries to Shade
Mills Conservation area it provides a linakge of
recreational and open spaces around the site
and provide an element of character- connection
+ nature- which will continue through the
implementation of character elements within the
site. The concept of connecting through nature
is repeated as the Multi use trails which move
through the site and connect Dumfries with the
urban area. Furthermore, this linkage is strenthed
through the greenway which runs along the hydro
corridor and provides the express connection
between the two main conservation areas.
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